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AL-MUQEET

The Maintainer, The Guardian, The Feeder, The Sustainer, The One who has the Power

Meaning of Allah’s name, al-Muqeet:

 Al-Muqeet means al-Muq’tadir (the Powerful Maintainer):

Ibn Abbas Said, “al-Muqeet is al-Muq’tader”. Al-Muq’tader is the one who has the
ability to provide everything that is in existence with that which would strength it.
For example, milk is most widely used by humans as a complete food. But the
questions are, what does the cow (the camel) eat? How does the cow (the camel)
produce milk? What are the components of milk? How much milk can the cow
(the camel) give? How is man able to maintain milk? These are three important
and complicated processes: 1st. Process: How does the animal produce the milk?
2nd. Process: Why milk is suitable for man? 3rd. Process: How does man adapt
milk? Only Allah is the One who has the ability to do all that. So, Whose Name al-
Muqeet means that He is the only one who has the Qud’rah (the ability) to give
each creature with its sustenance and The only one who creates it (al-Qoot).

 Al-Muqeet means al-Hafeez (the Protector):

Al-Muqeet is the Protector; He is taking care of all living beings: He is the only one
who provides all created beings with their sustenance. When He causes parts of
them to die over time, He compensates for that. At every moment He gives them
what they need to survive, until He wills to put an end to their life – then He
withholds what keeps them alive, and so they die.
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 Al-Muqeet means The Giver of Sustenance and Strength:

Can you give me a rough estimation for the human population of our today
world? It is estimated to be about 6 billion and 800 million. U.S population
constitutes 5 % of the world population, and for each person in US is about 0.11
IB a day, then how many tons of meats have to be prepared every day for US? For
the people of China who represent about 1.5 billion? How many tons of meats
have to be prepared for the entire world population every day, every month,
every year, from the beginning of human creation till the day of Judjment? Not
only tons of meats, but also tons of wheat, fruits, rice, and so on? Who provided
us with all these kinds of foods and drinks? He is Allah, al-Muqeet.

My dear brothers and sisters: if someone gave you an expensive car but
prevented you from having gas, then what is the value of this expensive car?

Allah, my dear brothers and sisters, is the only creator and the only sustainer. This
is Allah.

It is Allah who has created you and given you your daily bread. He will cause you
to die hereafter and then bring you back to life. Can any of your idle do the least
of these? Allah forbid! Exalted be He above their false gods! {Rum-40]

In this verse, the word razaqakum (given you) is in the past form, not in the
present one. This means that from the very beginning of your birth, your daily
beard was prepared.
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There is not a creature on the earth but Allah provides its sustenance. He knows
its dwelling and its resting-place. All is recorded in a glorious book. [Hud-6]

My dear brothers and sisters, Allah does not only create all the bodily
nourishment but also all the spiritual one.

Nourishment of the hearts (Qoot al-Qulub)

Knowing Allah and having faith in His Oneness are the most important sources for
human hearts to attain sustenance and gain strength.

Ways of Nourishment for the Soul

The body acquires energy from a wide range of foods and drink etc., in a similar
manner, the soul is fortified and acquires excellent condition through different
kinds of worship and good deeds. By the soul and Him that moulded it and
inspired it with the knowledge of sin and piety: blessed shall be the man who
has kept it pure."[Quran 91:7-9]

Here is a summary of the actions that strengthen (nourish) the soul, which are
based on the sound guidance of the intact Quran of Islam and the Hadith of
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh):

Conditional Worship

 Shahadah: The declaration of faith
 Salat: Prayer
 Zakat: Charity or concern for the needy
 Saum: Fasting during Ramadan or self-purification
 Hajj: The pilgrimage to Mecca
 and following all required Islamic (Fiqh) laws

Unconditional Worship

Visible Worship in front of individual or society

 Remembrance of Glorious God
 Observing the world's exhibition (tafakkur), seeing the Glorious Artificer's

Magnificence and Perfection through the artifacts.
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Invisible Worship at all times and everywhere at Presence of God

 Humbleness at all times and everywhere at Presence of His Holiness
Supreme Being

 Thanksgiving for the favors of humanity, Islam, health, knowledge and the
rest

 Relying on Glorious Exalted Lord with the necessary plans to expanding
Oneness and peace

 Patience in the event of encountering hardship in this cause destined by
God, and not getting carried away in such circumstances and the like

Additional Ways for Soul's Perfection

 Restraining from evil acts while having the capability
 Respecting the rights of God and parents
 Respecting sober intellectuals, sober elders, sober authorities
 Being merciful on inferior and weak people
 Other good words and deeds such as:

a. All kinds of benevolent deeds to be done that are merely for God's sake

b. All the efforts that take shape under the supremacy of monotheism and
are acted upon for the welfare of society

c. To perform benevolent deeds and provide physical assistance, for any
one, or the whole society, in order to maintain the happiness of God, the
Highest Almighty.

 Pious struggle against egoistic, satanic powers and other injustices
according one's capability

 Learning beneficial knowledge hence becoming truth spoken, scholastic,
struggling pious personality (i.e. during your lifetime)

 Reading the books of the University of Insight into God

Soul's station towards perfection after death

 Beneficial knowledge: Leaving behind beneficial literary works for
humanity's guidance and other useful religious publicity
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 Remaining charity: such as publication of books, foundation of schools and
institutions, municipal works such as building of streets, canals, lakes and
etc.

 Pious descendent: a productive offspring who endeavors to the best of
his/her capability in the path of uplifting monotheism and serving Allah's
creatures for the sake of Will of Exalted Him. (The parents who besides
guarding and taking care of their children, if they also put efforts in their
children sound education based on Oneness of God and sincerity, then they
will receive double rewards or even many recompense.


